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Skills for conciliators

A brief discourse on
conciliation, fairness
and illumination
Deborah Tyler
The issue of fairness is creating debate in
t he dis put e re s oluti on c omm un it y, in
particular on whether a third party neutral
should seek to influence the parties’ notion
of a fair resolution. This discussion considers
how issues of fairness might be addressed
in the resolution of discrimination complaints
made under the Discrimination Act 1991
(A C T) an d gi ve s a n e xa mple of h ow
c onci liat or s a ddr es s f ai rne ss th roug h
illumination.
Under the Discrimination Act 1991,
conciliation is triggered by a complaint
u nder t he st atu te a nd, as NA D RAC
describes, the conciliator ‘may actively
encourage the participants to reach an
ag re em ent w hic h acc ords wi th th e
requirements of that statute’.1
A more subjective view of conciliation
that gives a feeling for the atmosphere of a
conciliation conference is found in Helen
Garner’s book The First Stone:
Conciliation … rests on the idea … that more
than one interpretation of the facts can
legitimately exist; on the possibility that there
has been a genuine misunderstanding — or
at least a gross mismatch of expectations. It
has concern for the wounded feelings, the
pride, of both parties. It takes into account
that a story told over and over loses its tight fit
with ‘the truth’ and becomes a story about a
story. It allows people to escape from corners
they may have painted themselves into, in
their first wild burst of defensiveness. It admits
the complexities of context which the rules of
evi de nc e in co urts exclude. A cert ain
patience is required, however, and a basic
optimism about the ability of people to learn
and change.2

Differences between conciliation
and mediation
Apart from the distinctions revealed in

N ADR A C’ s d efi ni tio n — s uch as th e
advisory role of conciliators and the impact
of a s ta tut ory fra mewo r k — ho w i s
conciliation different to mediation? Other
differences identified by authors include
compulsion to attend conciliation, imposition
of the conciliator on the parties, lack of
neutrality or impartiality, strong intervention
and the use of rules and regulations, with
the result of increased formality.3 From the
p ersp ecti ve of c on ci liat io n unde r the
D is cr im i nati on Ac t , i t i s arg ued th at
differences also exist in relation to the
therapeutic-like and educational functions of
conciliation4 (which are rolled into the term
‘illumination skills’);5 that is, conciliation of
discrimination complaints can include a
responsibility to ‘name the problem [social
in jus ti ce i n McC orm ick ’s a rti cl e,
discriminat ion in the case of the ACT
Human Rights Office] — and help devise a
fair and durable resolution’.6
What skills do conciliators need?
Bryson and McPherson7 have offered an
initial analysis, identifying conciliation
c omp ete nc ies as ana lys is , o b jec tive
emp ath y, i nve nt iv en es s a n d pr obl e m
solvin g, in terperson al skil ls, stra te gic
direction, legislative framework, expert
kn owl e dg e , m ul t ip le r o le s , pe rso nal
flexibility, self-e fficacy and managing
expectatio ns. S ome of these, such as
‘analysis’, will be similar to mediation.
Others might have a different emphasis in
conciliation. For example, Bryson and
McPherson state, in relation to ‘inventiveness
and problem solving’, that it is the ‘pursuit of
collaborative solutions and generation of
ideas and proposals consistent with the
case facts’ . Mediators certainly also pursue
collaborative solutions and the generation of
ideas and proposals, but the distinction ➣
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➣ that Bryson and McPherson are making
is that conciliation does this within the
boundary of case facts.
With this overview in mind, consideration
will be given to two essential and important
diffe rences between con cili atio n and
mediation. These are ‘expert knowledge’
and ‘illumination skills’.
Expert knowledge

‘… when people
bring their histrionic or
authoritative personality
characteristics to
conciliation, the only
hope for resolution of the
complaint is to be able to
move the person through a
process that brings them,
however momentarily,
to the third position.’

Bryson and McPherson define expert
knowledge as ‘knowledge of the relevant
la w, ca s e la w an d o th er re lev an t
developments, including an understanding
of t he leg al o pt io ns, p roc ess e s a nd
practices beyond conciliation’. This is
certainly important to conciliation — a
skilled conciliator in discrimination cases
must have k nowledge beyond that of
discrimination case law. However, Bryson
an d M cPherson’ s def initio n of e xpert
knowledge may be too narrow, as an
understanding of the psychology and culture
of discrimination is also relevant to the
manag ement of t he e xpect ations and
defensiveness revealed in a conciliation
conference.
By way of contrast, Thirgood argues that
a mediator should assume, by definition, a
low interventionist role. His position is that
‘mediation is a forum whereby the parties
resolve their differences according to their
own standards’.8 In particular, he argues
that it is the parties’ internal notions of
fairness that should govern outcomes,
internal notion of fairness being:
individual and joint feelings about fairness,
personality factors, relationship patterns
between the parties, intuition, spiritual and
religious factors, family norms, short and long
term needs and best interest issues.9

However, Thirgood suggests that people
resolve disputes using the same internal
notions of fairness that are the bread and
butter of discrimination complaints. It is
these internal notions of fairness, when
applied inappropriately to a person’s public
life, that can result in conflict and bring
complainants to lodge complaints and the
parties to the conciliation table. At that
conciliation table the Discrimination Act
provides an external standard by which to
judge fairness.
Therefore, if conciliation in complaints of
40

discrimination is to be successful there is a
need for the conciliator to be skilled in:
• understanding the external standard of
fairness as legislated for in statutes such
as the Discrimination Act 1991 or, as
Bryson and McPherson state, ‘knowledge
of the relevant law’;
• how that law might apply to the dispute
in question, which means that conciliators
are not n eut ral ( wit h r esp ect to the
Discrimination Act this analysis is set out
in the Discrimination Commissioner’s
decision to attempt conciliation);
• investigation and analysis skills, with an
enhanced sensitivity to the subtleties of
di scri min at ion, pa rticu larl y i ndi rec t
discrimination; but also
• an understanding of the ideological
assumptions that underpin conciliation
and their juxtaposition with the social
construct of conflict;10 and
• an understanding of the psychology and
culture of discrimination.
Understanding the psychology and culture
of discrimination with a small insight into
conflict11
D avi dso n , i n his ar tic le ‘ C lini c al
M ana gem ent : Some Dy namic s of
Scapegoating’,12 asked the question ‘Why
is scapegoating 1 3 such a frighteningly
popular spectator sport?’ He concludes that
it results from a combination of two factors:
t he h ys te rica l a nd au tho rita ria n
personalities.
The hysterical personality brings to the
equation a denial of responsibility in later
life:
To be responsible for one’s behaviour would
be to risk the punishment unfairly received as
a child, when the link between conduct and
punishment was random and violent. Only by
denial and projection of responsibility onto
others, can one avoid punishment and
maintain fragile, if anxious, self esteem.

The authoritarian personality is:
said to be aggressive, suspicious and
punitive, and preoccupied with dominancesubmission in their personal relationships. The
love of formal authority, and the aggression
directed towards carefully defined out groups
(eg races) are ways of nurturing a self-image
of over-importance and repression of
unacceptable impulses, by prosecuting ➣
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in others what one fears in oneself.

Davidson considers that the combination
of the ‘histrionic personality, with his or her
e xtr av aga nt ext r ave rsi on, and a n
authoritarian organisation or society, with its
judgmental puritanism, makes a setting for
t he mo st sha t te rin g s cape g oati ng of
individuals and groups’. This combination
results in conflict, where the scapegoated
group or individual fights back and names
this dynamic for what it is: discrimination.
Understanding this framework 14 helps the
conciliator understand the nature of the
dynamic that may also be played out in
process of the conciliation conference. It
will certainly be reflected in the notion of
fairness that the parties bring to the table. If
the conciliator is to resolve a complaint by
a n e xte rna l m ea s ure o f fai rne ss , t he
conciliator may have to help the parties
bridge the gap between their notions of
fairness and the external measure. Hence
the need for conciliators to be skilled in the
art of illumination. This in turn may require
high intervention.
Illumination and conciliation
It is speculated that illumination may
occur at any stage within the conciliation.
From the perspective of the Discrimination
Act, the first point of illumination is where
both the complainant and respondent are
educated about fairness; the last point is
when the Commissioner gives his or her
reasons for attempting conciliation.
Generally, conciliators might spend most
of their time focusing on illumination when
the parties to the dispute are in the ‘third
position’:
Neuro Linguistic Programming believes that
there are three positions to any situation. The
f irst posi ti on is how you are fe eling/
perceiving; in this case you are associated.
In the second position, you experience how
someone else views the same situation. This
is also known as being in ‘rapport or having
empathy’. The third position is one in which
you have removed yourself emotionally and
have the vantage point of an outside party.
This is commonly referred to as disassociated
or objective.
When someone is in one position and
then switches to another, one of the benefits
is that new information and attitudes become

available. This, of course, increases one’s
latitude of options.15

It is hypothesized that when people bring
their histrionic or authoritative personality
characteristics to conciliation, the only hope
for resolution of the complaint is to be able
to move the person through a process that
brings them, however momentarily, to the
third position. It is in this position that the
parties are more likely to think and behave
in a way that is inconsistent1 6 with the
scapegoating view of the other party.
McCormick gives an example where he
was trying to deal with the proposed option
that a community radio presenter be sacked
for h av in g ma de r ac i al s lurs on ai r.
McCormick tries to reframe this option by
‘appealing to the minority group to move to
even higher moral ground by asking them to
consider the morality and the utility of
dema ndi ng tha t the p erpe tra t or be
punished’. However, McCormick was
ap pea li ng t o t he s econd p osi tion by
seeking to draw on the minority group’s
empathy towards the potential plight of the
radio announcer, while the leader of the
aggrieved group was still in first position.
The approach failed.
From experience, the art of shifting either
party to third position requires asking the
right question at the right time. It is of
paramount importance to the successful
illumination of the notions of fairness that the
parties bring to the table. The following
example demonstrates how illumination can
work.
During a conciliatio n conference, a
complainant put forward one option for
resolution: ‘I want the name of the person
who briefed the Minister so I can sue that
person for defamation’. While writing the
option up so as not to belittle the strength of
feeling that the complainant attached to the
option (she was clearly in position one), the
conciliator asked, ‘What would you get
from this?’ The reply was ‘The opportunity to
clear my name’. This created an opportunity
to ask, at the appropriate time, ‘Are there
ot her w ay s th at yo ur nam e m igh t be
cleared?’ The question, ‘What would you
get from this?’ helped shift the person from
first position to third position. (To have
asked her to go to second position and
consider the impact of her request upon the

person who briefed the Minister would have
led the process of conciliation into a debate
about the worthiness of o ne person’s
position in comparison to another’s, to the
point that an option rapidly becomes a
demand.)
At the later stage in conciliation, when
loo ki ng mor e cl os ely at op ti on s, th e
question was asked ‘Are there other ways
that your name might be cleared?’ The
respondent was then asked whether they
could see other opportunities for meeting
this need and were invited into their ‘third
position’. They put forward options such as:
• the complainant writing her story and
having it included in her personnel file for
perpetuity so that if anyone did look at
her file, both sides of the story would be
available;
• certain parts of the personnel file being
sealed and only to be opened in certain
circumstances; or
• an agreed statement of events to be
included in her file and signed by the
parties.
What is intriguing about these options is
that they are not the options of a respondent
wor king fro m t he pe rs pe c ti ve of a n
authoritarian organisation. For a moment,
the shift has occurred and the complainant
and respondent can, from the third position,
deal with each other on an equal basis,
showing mutual respect and opportunities
for mutual gain.
This provides only one example of how
illumination can shift the parties to move ➣
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➣ beyond the sometimes inappropriate
n otion s of fa ir nes s t hat t hey brin g t o
conciliation. Sometimes it doesn’t work and
some ti me s eit he r t he c omp laina n t o r
respondent remains well entrenched in their
notion of fairness.
Sometimes illumination is used to help the
parties test, from the third position, whether
the options they have generated will uphold
the spirit of the Discrimination Act. It has
also proven to be a useful skill in moving
past potential impasses.
In conclusion
‘Ethical, respectful and
professional methods for
achieving fairness need
to be explored and
debated if conciliation
is to retain its unique role
and status in the dispute
resolution community.’

The Discrimination Act is one of many
l aw s t hat ma ke a st at e me nt of t he
c omm uni ty’s exp ec tat ion of fa i rne ss.
However, to only use the parties’ notion of
fairness in conciliation would deny the
s tatu tor y f ra mew ork wit hi n w hic h
conciliation is attempted and could further
entrench scapegoating. Thus conciliators
must be able to influence the parties’
notions of fairness by illumination. Ethical,
respectful and professional methods for
achieving fairness need to be explored and
debated if conciliation is to retain its unique
role and status in the dispute resolution
community. ●
Deborah Tyler (BA (Hons) M Leg Stud) is
a Psychologist, Mediator and Senior
Conciliator with the ACT Human Rights
Office. The views expressed in this article
are the author’s and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the ACT Human Rights
Office.
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